
The Ultimate Tennessee Total
Eclipse Guide: A Commemorative
O�cial Keepsake Guidebook for
2017
A Once-in-a-Lifetime Celestial Event

On August 21, 2017, a spectacular total solar eclipse will take place, and the state

of Tennessee is fortunate to be in the path of totality. This rare celestial event has

captured the attention of millions around the world, and for good reason. It is an

awe-inspiring phenomenon that occurs when the moon completely blocks the

sun, casting a shadow on the Earth. This article will serve as your comprehensive

guide to experiencing the Tennessee total eclipse, providing valuable information

and tips to make the most out of this extraordinary day.

What Makes the Tennessee Total Eclipse So Special?

The Tennessee total eclipse is highly anticipated because it allows for an

unhindered view of the sun's corona, the outermost layer of the sun's atmosphere.

This is a sight reserved for those lucky enough to be situated within the path of

totality. The path will stretch across a 70-mile-wide band, which will include

several cities in Tennessee such as Nashville, Clarksville, and Chattanooga.

Planning Your Eclipse Viewing Experience

As the excitement builds up for the Tennessee total eclipse, it is essential to plan

your viewing experience in advance to ensure a memorable and safe event. Here

are some key factors to consider:
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1. Location

Choosing the right location is crucial. Find a spot within the path of totality that

offers an unobstructed view of the sky. Parks, open fields, and high elevations are

excellent choices. Make sure you have permission if using private property.

2. Timing

Research the exact time when the total eclipse will occur in your area and plan to

arrive well in advance. Allow for traffic and potential crowds as many people will

be flocking to witness this celestial spectacle.

3. Safety Precautions

Never look directly at the sun without protective eyewear specifically designed for

solar viewing. Regular sunglasses are not sufficient and can cause permanent
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damage to your eyes. It is also a good idea to pack sunscreen, a hat, and

comfortable clothing.

The Tennessee Total Eclipse Guide Commemorative Official

Keepsake Guidebook 2017

When attending such a monumental event, having a keepsake to remember the

experience is wonderful. The Tennessee Total Eclipse Guide Commemorative

Official Keepsake Guidebook 2017 has been specially designed to provide you

with all the crucial information you need while serving as a lasting memento.

This beautifully crafted guidebook features detailed maps of the path of totality,

highlighting the various cities within Tennessee where you can witness the total

eclipse. It also includes a comprehensive timeline of the eclipse, helping you plan

your day accordingly.

Furthermore, the guidebook offers fascinating facts and insights into the science

behind a solar eclipse, allowing you to understand the mechanics of this celestial

phenomenon. You will also find stunning full-color photographs of past eclipses,

showcasing the immense beauty and grandeur of this natural event.

Not only will this guidebook serve as a valuable resource for your eclipse viewing

experience, but it will also be a cherished keepsake for years to come. Whether

you are an avid science enthusiast, a nature lover, or simply looking for a unique

and memorable experience, this guidebook is a must-have companion for the

Tennessee total eclipse.

The Tennessee total eclipse is a once-in-a-lifetime experience that should not be

missed. By following the tips provided in this guide, you can ensure a safe and

unforgettable viewing experience. Make sure to acquire the Tennessee Total

Eclipse Guide Commemorative Official Keepsake Guidebook 2017 to enhance



your understanding and appreciation of this celestial wonder. Prepare for an awe-

inspiring adventure that will stay with you forever!
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Tennessee Total Eclipse Guide: Commemorative Official Keepsake Guidebook

On August 21, a remarkable event will occur over Tennessee. A rare total eclipse

will pass directly over the state. If you are planning to view the total eclipse in

Tennessee, you need the Tennessee Total Eclipse Guide.

This book has everything you need to know about viewing and photographing the

eclipse across the state. In it, you will find some of the secret locations locals

know.

Why Buy the Tennessee Total Eclipse Guide?
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Where should you watch the eclipse from? How will you find these locations? If

you have never been to Tennessee before, you might get lost. You don't want to

be lost on the big day of the eclipse! The book even will tell you exactly where to

stand if you want to see the eclipse directly over the Tennessee. This

commemorative official guide has information on lodging, travel and local secrets.

Photography

The book contains photography exposure settings for your camera. If you’re

interested in creating a stunning photo of the sun’s corona, the book tells you the

aperture, shutter speed, and ISO settings you’ll need. You will find a wealth of

information about how to safely and successfully photograph this rare total eclipse

that will traverse the United States.

Guides for the Twelve States Under the Main Part of the Totality

See other state eclipse guides, purchase wholesale or signed author copies at

the publisher website: 

If online retailers are out of stock, purchase directly from your local bookstore.
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